Passing midstretch and weakened.

GRIPSHOLM CASTLE angled over early, chased inside then on two wide path, came out some into the stretch, in tight and checked out some into the lane and weakened.

PRETTY KATHERINE chased from along the rail then between horses, regained the rail in upper stretch and lacked...

UNUSUAL was off bit slow then squeezed some in opening strides, settled along the rail, moved up some, came off the fence in upper stretch and outside chasing pace, raced two then three wide to second turn, shifted out, came six wide into the stretch and went willingly outside to the wire.

PRETTY KATHERINE challenged leaving last turn, kicked clear from the inside but had little resistance late for the winner.

FLOATING HEART settled off the pace and off the rail, proved much best while in hand to the wire.

DANCE TO MY TUNE quickly stepped to the front, rated from the inside into backstretch, responded when was steered to the rail nearing eighth marker, came back out some while lightly roused under hand urging, quickly inhaled leader, surged to the front and quickly inhaled foe.

Past Performance Running Line Preview

Trainers:
- Shirreffs, John; 1 - Hollendorfer, Jerry; 9 - Pletcher, Todd; 5 - McPeek, Kenneth; 4 - Abrams, Barry; 3 - Avila, A.; 2 - Hollendorfer, Jerry; 7 - Cecil, Ben

Owners:
- Moss, Mr. and Mrs. Jerome S.; 1 - Olympia Star, Inc.; 9 - Michael B. Tabor; 5 - Steve Stan Stables; 4 - M. Auerbach, LLC, Goda, Marie and Klugman, Jack; 3 - L-Bo Racing and Lamb, Michael W.; 2 - DeBurgh, William, Sikura, John, Todaro, George and Hollendorfer, Jerry; 7 - Triple B Farms (Boghossian);

Footnotes
ZENYATTA content to lag back off the rail, raced well in hand while three wide to second bend, moved up from between foes, split horses in upper stretch, was steered to the rail nearing eighth marker, came back out some while lightly roused under hand urging, quickly inhaled leader, surged to the front and proved much best while in hand to the wire. DANCE TO MY TUNE quickly stepped to the front, rated from the inside into backstretch, responded when challenged leaving last turn, kicked clear from the inside but had little resistance late for the winner. FLOATING HEART settled off the pace and off the rail, chased three wide then outside foe, angled out five wide filling the stretch, rallied strongly and just missed the place. STRIKING DANCER outside foe chasing pace, raced two then three wide to second turn, shifted out, came six wide into the stretch and went willingly outside to the wire. PRETTY UNUSUAL was off bit slow then squeezed some in opening strides, settled along the rail, moved up some, came off the fence in upper stretch and outside winner and lacked needed late punch. MADE FOR MAGIC prompted the pace to second bend, moved up, bid outside pacesetter nearing the stretch, drifted out some into the lane and weakened. PRETTY KATHERINE chased from along the rail then between horses, regained the rail in upper stretch and lacked any late response. GRIPSHOLM CASTLE angled over early, chased inside then on two wide path, came out some into the stretch, in tight and checked passing midstretch and weakened.

Winners sold through Keeneland Association, Inc.